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As has been the case for the past several years, this show was heavy on “the 
cloud,” both for data storage and for flying drone-mounted video cameras. Those 
little remote controlled flying machines are really cool, but off-site and massive 
on-site data storage is becoming serious business. Getting the data out to a 
“cloud” host and back isn’t a big deal, but since cheap and nearly unlimited 
storage space encourages saving everything, knowing what you have out there 
has created a relatively new field known as “asset management,” which, of 
course, has its own set of software tools to use and maintain. Cloud storage 
makes collaboration far more convenient than shipping files back and forth by e-
mail or FTP, and if you’ve ever dealt with a technology business that disappeared 
overnight, local backup of what you send to “the cloud” is an important 
consideration. 
 
Source Elements offers a series of applications aiding real time collaboration for 
Pro Tools users. SOURCE.ZIP integrates the process of moving a Pro Tools 
session from one system to another. On the sending end, audio files are 
compressed (AAC, MP4 or a lossless algorithm), packing the entire session file 
into a single self-extracting file that’s as small as 10% the size of the original 
session files. On the receiving end, running the file extracts all the data files, 
restores compressed audio data to its original WAV format, and the session can 
be opened on the remote system with no fuss or conversion.  
 
SOURCE LIVE provides real time streaming from Pro Tools so your client can 
work with you remotely to fine tune your mix. Send him a link and he can listen 
while you work. This utility can also host multiple clients simultaneously so the 
whole band can kibbitz. With a little creative juggling, you could do overdubs 
remotely - the client listens to a cue mix, records his track on his own Pro Tools 
system, and sends it to you. You can then import it into your session and 
incorporate it into the mix. A third application, SOURCE-TALKBACK, provides bi-
directional voice communication over the Internet with the remote client including 
thoughtful features such as monitor dimming in the control room when talking.  
Trial versions are available. 
http://source-elements.com/ 
 
 
Thinking inside the same box, Avid announced a new “cloud” initiative for Pro 
Tools. Of course there’s the obvious collaborations in the cloud, but they’re 
adding more descriptive metadata that, if shared honestly, can provide resources 
for keeping track of who did what in a project, that presumably will help learning 
where the project ends up and who should get paid. They’re also planning a 



“marketplace” for publishing session files and mix streams as well as buy and sell 
content with proper licensing. Further details for the “Avid Everywhere” initiative 
that are relevant to Pro Tools can be found here: 
http://apps.avid.com/avid-everywhere/solution-industry/audio-technology-
preview/?elq_mid=9119&elq_cid=4346414 
 
 
Sound Devices introduced two new portable recorders. The 633 is actually billed 
as a six input (3 mic, 3 line) mixer with the capability to record up to 10 
simultaneous tracks (all three direct inputs plus left/right and four auxiliary mixes) 
at 24-bit resolution, 48 kHz sample rate to an SD or Compact Flash card, or, for 
redundancy, to both. It’ll record six tracks at sample rates up to 192 kHz. It goes 
from power-on to 
recording in two 
seconds, there’s a USB 
connection for a 
keyboard for easy 
metadata entry and track 
labeling.  
 
 
The Sound Devices 970 is a 64-track recorder that takes its inputs via MADI or 
Dante, plus eight analog line inputs and eight AES3 inputs. Any of the 144 
possible inputs can be assigned to any of the 64 tracks. There are two front 
panel accessible bays for plug-in hard drives as well as an eSATA port on the 

rear for an external drive. 
Drives can be configured for 
redundant recording or 
sequential recording (when one 
drive runs out of space, the next 
one starts). It’s quite an 
amazing package for a 
handheld recorder! 

http://www.sounddevices.com/products/ 
 
Tired of complaining that Pono doesn’t do DSD so it can’t 
really be “highest quality,” and besides, the odd shape won’t 
fit in your pocket? The Lotoo PAW Gold Portable Reference 
Player is a handheld player (no recording in this one) that 
plays 2.8 MHz DSD, FLAC, WAV, WMA, AAC, ALAC, M4A 
and WavePack (I had to look that one up). It really looks and 
feels good, and should, for $2400. Not available yet. Further 
info will eventually be available at: 
http://www.infomedia.com.cn/en/ 
 
 



The Fostex 6301 mini monitor was one of the first powered speakers to find its 
way into pro studios nearly 30 years ago. It finally got its first update in 2014 and 
now, as the model 6031N, is available in several input configurations – 
unbalanced ¼”, transformer balanced XLR-1/4”, electronically balanced XLR-
1/4”, and AES/EBU. The cabinet and 4” driver remain the same as in the original 
model, but the internal electronics have been updated. The amplifier, which 
originally was 10 watts, class AB is now 20 Watts, Class D, and it now has a 
world-wide switching power supply accommodating 100 to 240 AC input voltage, 
50 or 60 Hz. 
http://www.fostexinternational.com/docs/latest_news/EFAVAFFEVkeBZmWpVu.s
html 
 
 
Dynaudio has a new series of lower cost monitors. The BM 
series of two way powered speakers (the BM6 is shown 
here) includes four models differing primarily in box and 
driver size, low frequency response, and amplifier power. 
The two smaller models have Class D amplifiers, the two 
larger models have Class AB power amps. Each model is 
supplied with an IsoAcoustics isolation mount for when you 
need to put the monitor on a surface that isn’t really solid. 
The Dynaudio Air series of monitors received a recent 
update to its control software making the controls and 
displays that were originally designed for the professional 
acoustics consultant/installer it friendlier to the studio 
engineer. 
http://dynaudioprofessional.com/bm-series/ 
 
 
From the acoustics treatment corner, Soundproof Windows Inc, introduced a 
sliding glass door assembly for studio use a few years ago that offers a sound 
transmission coefficient (STC) of about 60, which is pretty good isolation. New 
this year is a steel door with a full sized window that offers 56 STC. Info will be 
up soon at: 
http://www.soundproofwindows.com/ 
 
Vocal Booth (the company) showed a new product, a bulletproof portable 
isolation booth. Why? Presidential press conferences?  Well, they had more in 
mind selling it to law enforcement agencies. Really.  It has a steel skin and the 
walls are filled with a gel designed to slow a bullet to where it won’t do much 
damage if it gets through. No info on the web site, but general info at: 
http://www.vocalbooth.com 
 
 
TC Electronic has added another loudness meter plug-in to their collection. The 
LM1n is a simplified meter without their traditional “radar” display of loudness 



over time, offering a simple 
numerical display of the program 
loudness and loudness range. It’s 
up to date with the various 
loudness standards for the US 
and Europe, with the goal of 
assuring that your program won’t 
get rejected when delivered for 
broadcast. You may start running 
into the term “true peak” level, 
which takes into account the fact that the actual level coming out of the D/A 
converter can be higher than that of a full scale sample value due to the 
reconstruction of peaks that come between two samples. When pushing digital 
level as close to full scale as possible in the quest for maximum loudness, it’s 
important to know if you have peaks that exceed the 0 dBFS level as they can 
cause distortion when converted back to analog. The LM1n indicates peaks that 
exceed 0 dBFS so you’ll know that you’d better turn it down a notch.  
http://www.tcelectronic.com/lm1n/ 
 
 
Stereo Tool from Sound Audio Processing is a huge collection of “sound fixing” 
tools. I had the full run-through, which I won’t go into here, of which the de-clipper 
was the most impressive. (Translation: Had the most obvious effect when 
listening on the noisy show floor) The sample audio in the demo was totally over-
recorded like some press conferences I’ve heard on the radio lately – you know 
the kind, where the speaker is shouting way too close to the mic. The de-clipper 
cleaned it up so that, while not perfect, it was quite listenable. There’s dynamic 
azimuth correction, great for dubbing those old cassettes that you can’t replace 
with new media. There’s single and mult-band compression, a dynamic noise 
suppressor, a dynamics restorer that goes beyond conventional expansion and 
even works with “toothpaste tube” flatlined audio files. It’s 300 Euros, which isn’t 

dirt cheap, but it’s a lot of tools. Stereo 
Tool is available in several versions, a 
VST plug-in for both 32- and 64-bit host 
systems, a stand-alone version, (Mac 
versions are “experimental” at this point) 
and there’s even a Linux version. The 
Perfect Declipper tool from the kit is 
available as a VST or Winamp plug-in, 
and it’s freeware!  Check out the before 

and after waveforms, or better yet, listen to the examples on the web site. 
http://www.soundaudioprocessing.com/ 
 
 
 
 



Who’d have known that the IEC standard for phantom power has been revised to 
tighten up the tolerance of the 48v operating voltage from ±10%? Radio Design 
Labs (RDL), maker of cool little boxes that you never knew you needed found out 
when contractors who had been specifying RDL’s phantom power module told 
them that their customers weren’t accepting them because they were out of spec. 
RDL obliged with their new ST-MPA24A and ST-MPA48 phantom power 
supplies. The 24v model has a voltage adjustment while the 48v model is fixed at 
48v “dead on” (how’s that for a tolerance?) to meet the IEC spec.  
 
In my 2014 NAMM show report, I mentioned the MXL MM130 mic designed to 
interface (analog) with phones and tablets, but I wasn’t able to mooch one to try. 
They had one open on display here, so I plugged it in to my tablet, did a little test 
recording, and listened to the recording back in my hotel room using my 
headphones. It sounded pretty good, and there was clearly a difference both in 
on- and off-axis sound between the cardioid and omni patterns. I’m hoping they 
decide I’m important enough to get one of those mics for a real review soon. I 
have an iRig mic from IK Multimedia that’s similar in concept but it’s cardioid only 
with a pretty steep low frequency rolloff. It’s excellent for pulling a usable 
interview recording out of the trade show noise (that’s why I got it) though it’s not 
very useful for music. I expect that the MXL will be useful both for both voice and 
music recording.  
http://www.mxlmics.com/microphones/mobilemedia/MM-130 

 
Sennheiser introduced a new 1-inch diaphragm side address 
condenser mic, the MK8. This one has five selectable 
patterns, omni, wide, standard and super cardioids, plus 
figure-8. There’s a 10 and 20 dB pad switch and a two position 
low frequency response switch selectable between an 18 
dB/octave bass cut at 60 Hz, and a more gentle 6 dB/octave 
rolloff at 100 Hz to counteract proximity effect. Expected price 
is about $700 in a bag, with a hard case, foam windscreen, 
and really nice suspension shock mount optional at extra cost. 
Coming soon will be its cousin, the MK4, a cardioid-only 
version without the pad and bass response switches for about 
$200 less. Preliminary info at: 
http://en-us.sennheiser.com/news-refinement-redefined-
sennheiser-expands-studio-microphone-range-with-the-mk-8 

 
At this show, Neumann introduced the KH120D, the digital input version of their 
popular KH120 desktop sized near-field powered monitor. The digital version 
accepts a stereo stream up to 192 kHz, 24 bits in either AES/EBU or S/PDIF 
format, and offers up to 400 ms of digital delay in increments of 0.1 ms for time 
alignment when the speakers can’t be in the ideal position or for other reasons 
you might require, perhaps synchronization with an external video source. They 
also have an analog input that can also be delayed. Since these speakers serve 
well as rear or surround speakers, a switch on the rear panel designates wither 



the speaker is A or B rather than right or left. The same digital stream can be fed 
to each speaker individually, or fed to one then looped to the other via the BNC 
digital output connector with the switch selecting which channel of the stereo 
digital stream, left or right, is reproduced by that speaker.  
http://www.neumann-kh-line.com/neumann-kh/home_en.nsf/root/prof-
monitoring_studio-monitors_nearfield-monitors_KH120D 
 
MOTU (Mark Of The Unicorn) showed a new version of their popular 828 audio 
interface. The 828X has both a USB2 and a Thunderbolt port for its computer 
connection. Like its older brother, the 828mkIII, which offers both USB and 
Firewire I/O, the 828X offers 2 mic/instrument inputs, 8 analog line level inputs, 2 
ADAT optical inputs (16 channels) and 1 S/PDIF (2 channels) inputs. There are 
two Main analog outputs on XLRs, 10 line level analog outputs (two labeled as 
“sends”), two ADAT optical (16 channels) and 1 S/PDIF (2 channels). It also has 
SMPTE time code in and out.  
http://www.motu.com/products/motuaudio/828x 
 
Final stop was at TASCAM where they introduced three new master clock 
generators. 10 or 15 years ago with DATs, ADATs, digital reverbs, maybe a 
digital console or hard disk recorder, it was necessary to have a master word 
clock to keep all the digitally-interconnected system components synchronized. 
In today’s small studio systems, however, digital connections are usually limited 
to connecting a single external device to the computer audio interface. These are 
usually connected through S/PDIF or AES/EBU, which internally re-clock the 
data stream to be in sync with the interface, or ADAT optical, which can be, and 
usually is designed so that word clock synchronization can be derived from the 
ADAT stream. With this type of connection, there’s little need for an external 
master word clock. The interface or the computer can take on that role. Early in 
the digital era, a highly stable external master clock could make even a single 
device sound better, but as converters improved, the tables turned. In big 
systems with many devices interconnected digitally, a master clock was still 
necessary, but we started noticed that, other than with a this-generation 
extremely low jitter clock generator, plugging a device into a last=generation 
master clock usually made it sound a little worse. There’s still need for a master 
clock in larger systems however, so TASCAM now has ‘em.   
http://tascam.com/news/display/1845/ 
 
 
The Closing Editorial 
 
The MOTU 828X with its Thunderbolt computer I/O got me thinking, as perhaps 
some of you Windows users are, about when you’re going to replace your current 
computer and what that replacement will be. When will Windows computers with 
Thunderbolt ports be a standard configuration? Well, MOTU had two different 
Windows Thunderbolt-equipped laptops in their booth for running the new 
products in the line. One was from H-P, the other from Asus. Now you know what 



the proverbial “everyone,” including the MOTU guy, says about desktop 
computers – they’re going away and everyone’s buying laptops. Well, that may 
be fine for some, but when it comes to my studio computer and my 
writing/piddling computer (which aren’t the same computer and are located a 
good ways apart), I want the freedom to choose my monitor, mouse, and 
keyboard and not have to use (or waste) what comes with a laptop. I hope that 
prediction isn’t entirely true, though I do see many posts on audio forums starting 
off with something like “I just got/want to get a new laptop for my studio . . . “  
 
Since it wasn’t far away at the show, I went over to the AMD booth and asked if 
they knew of any desktop motherboards for the AMD processors that had a 
Thunderbolt port. The one guy I spoke to over there said he hadn’t heard of one. 
I don’t know what the situation is over on the Intel side (I know they had a booth 
but I lost it), but it’s something that I’m going to research sooner or later. I 
mentioned to the MOTU guy that I don’t recall seeing a Thunderbolt PCIe card, 
and he suggested that there probably aren’t any because Thunderbolt is enough 
faster than PCIe at getting data to the CPU that designers probably didn’t bother 
making something that wouldn’t be as fast as a “real” Thunderbolt port. His 
suggestion, and I think this is pretty sensible, is to pick up a MOTU 828MkIII with 
Firewire and when I get a computer with Thunderbolt, run it through an adapter. 
They’ve tested that configuration and say it works fine. It’s food for thought. 
 
 


